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Dear Sir 

There is inclosed a copy of a letter, dated October 28, 1936, received 
from one of the Federal Reserve banks relative to a plan for the organization 
of a mobile staff to care for peak loads occurring in the various operating 
departments at certain intervals, without making any additions to the present 
personnel. It will he noted from the letter that the plan involves the tem-
porary transfer of employees from one unit to another and that a problem has 
arisen in connection with the allocation of salaries in the functional expense 
report, Form E. 

In the illustration given on page 2 of the letter an employee in the 
Accounting Department who receives an annual salary of $2,400 is temporarily 
transferred to the Check Collection Department where the average annual salary 
is $1,400. The question is raised as to whether it would he possible to 
charge the Check Collection Department on the "basis of an annual salary of 
$1,400 and to charge the remainder of the employee's salary to some unit such 
as the former "Float Force" unit or to the "Sick Belief and Extended Leave" 
unit. This question is particularly important in the case of employees of the 
bank assigned to work on fiscal agency operations and in the case of employees 
of one fiscal agency unit assigned to another fiscal agency unit. 

It will be appreciated if you will advise us whether in your opinion the 
Manual of Instructions should "be revised so that in the case of an employee 
temporarily transferred fron. one unit to another the amount of salary charge-
able to the unit to which he is transferred will be commensurate with the 
salaries paid in that unit. If in your opinion such a change is desirable, 
it will also be appreciated if you will let us have your views as to how the 
amount of salary chargeable to the unit to which the employee is transferred 
should be determined and as to how the remainder of the salary should be 
handled in functional expense reports. 

Very truly yours 

Inclosure E. L. Smcad, Chief, 
Division of Bank Operations. 
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October 28, 193& 

Mr. E. L. Smead, 
Chief, Division of Bank Operations, 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Smead: 

As you undoubtedly know, this bank has been developing a plan for 
the organization of a mobile staff to care for peak loads occurring in the 
various operating departments at certain intervals, this work to be accom-
plished without making any additions to the present personnel. It involves 
the temporary transfer of personnel from one unit to another, to level off 
the peaks without incurring additional expense. It is hoped to obviate the 
necessity of certain departments maintaining a staff adequate to care for 
these peaks. 

For experimental purposes, during the past sixty days this plan has 
been put into effect, and we are pleased to report that it has been very 
effective in caring for the peak loads, particularly in the Check and Non-
Cash Collection Departments* 

The problem which now arises is on what basis charges and credits 
should be allowed on Form "E" to properly reflect the services rendered in 
this connection. It has been our practice, in most instances, to transfer 
people whose salaries were in excess of the average paid for that particular 
class of work to which thoy were temporarily assigned. Naturally, each de-
partment is vitally interested in maintaining a low operating cost. Obvious-
ly, when help is loaned whose salaries arc in excess of the average salary 
paid in that unit, the question arises as to the reasonableness of the charge, 
regardless of the fact that, in the final analysis, it may mean a direct sav-
ing in the total expense ;of the bank. 

Several plans have been -under discussion and for the sake of simpli-
fication and uniformity these plans are all considered on an average basis. 
The first is: A charge to be made based on the average annual salary of bank 
employees, excluding official personnel; second: A charge based on the aver-
age annual salary of the employees in operating departments most likely to 
furnish this type of help; and third: To charge on the basis of the average 
annual salary of the department provided with help. It is felt that none of 
these plans is entirely equitable from the standpoint of the department bor-
rowing the help and, on the other hand, from that of the department loaning 
the help. 
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Mr. E. L. Snead, ]_0—2S—^5 

Since the float force unit has been eliminated from Form "E", which 
for all practical purposes would be the ideal unit to which such charges 
could be made, we have been considering the possibility of using the "Sick 
Relief and Extended Sid? Leave" unit in this connection. We desire an ex-
pression of opinion from you as to whether we could use this unit to solve 
our problem. 

As a matter of illustration: The Accounting Department temporarily 
transfers an employee with an annual salary of $2,400 to the Check Collec-
tion Department, where the average annual salary is $1,400. Would it be 
possible to charge the Check Collection Department on the basis of $1,400, 
and the balance of his salary on a $2,400 basis to the "Sick Relief and Ex-
tended Sick Leave" unit? In this way we would overcome the objection of the 
Accounting Department to absorbing a portion of the salary and not having 
available in their department the services of the individual who was tempo-
rarily transferred to the Check Collection Department, where a salary of 
$2,^00 is not warranted for the type of work performed; and at the same time 
would eliminate the argument from the Chock Collection Department that they 
are paying in excess of the average salary paid for that type of work. It 
would also aid considerably in the preparation of Eom "E" by reflecting a 
proper charge to the Check Collection Function. 

We are greatly interested in learning from you any possible solution 
to this problem, and whether the latter proposed suggestion is feasible. 
Your usual prompt consideration of this matter will bo appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

Cashier. 
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